R&D Plans and Priorities
(or a reflection of what we heard this
week)
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R&D Activity Plans Fall 2018
●

3J’s called for R&D activity plans in Fall 2018. This
resulted in a funding request to DOE summarized on next
slides.

●

R&D is focused on pushing development of promising
technologies to the level required for S4.

●

As we move through the approval process we need to
document the technical options and choices, demonstrate
that the ones we choose meet the project requirements
and represent a cost effective approach.

●

Flow-down of science requirements to technical
requirements and specifications will inform this process.
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Funding Request April 2019 - September 2021
Activity Plans were combined into one document. Detailed plans are on
the S4 Wiki: https://cmb-s4.org/wiki/index.php/Activity_Plans
Request was submitted in Feb. 2019
Progress and spending will be tracked as project funds
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DSR Review (Dec 2018) Schedule: The Cost and Schedule
driver for the project is the Detector Fabrication
End date came out to be Feb. 2028. We are looking for ways to speed it up
Now – April 2021 Pre-conceptual R&D and Design Dev
~2 years

~2 years
preproduction

~3 years
production

~2 years
assembly,
test,
deploy
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Thursday Morning session Kent Irwin: Detectors &
Readout
●

Decisions To Be Made (with Timeline):
○ Waiting for output of Task Force
○ Readout Technology - this is apparent critical path
■ (CD3 - ~3 years) = Q4 2019! (based on notional schedule for CD3)
● Readout technology drives detector design (determines detector
normal resistance). Also, readout must be provided for detector
pre-production & production testing. Can we work around this?
■ Schedule tension:
● This is based on notional CD3, which has seen significant delay
in past similar projects.
○ In all cases, need formal engineering trade study before making decision

●

R&D Required (with Timeline):
○ See R&D plan

Progress on detectors and readout is marching on and
we heard about it Thursday afternoon

fMUX:

Recent Advances in Next-Generation
Frequency-Multiplexed TES Readout
Tijmen de Haan (LBNL),
with contributions from many others including:
ANL: Amy Bender, Amy Lowitz
FNAL: Adam Anderson, Brad Benson
LBNL: Anna Coerver, Raul Hennings-Yeomans, Aritoki Suzuki,
Christopher Yang, Jiabao Zhou
McGill: Matt Dobbs, Adam Gilbert, Joshua Montgomery,
Gavin Noble, Maclean Rouble, Graeme Smecher
Star Cryoelectronics: Robin Cantor
UC Berkeley: Sam Guns, Bill Holzapfel, Adrian Lee, Leo Steinmetz
University of New Mexico: Stephen Boyd
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Progress on detectors and readout is marching on and
we heard about it Thursday afternoon

fMUX:

Pros and cons of DfMUX
• Advantages
•
•
•
•
•

MHz warm electronics are relatively inexpensive and low-power
Negligible power dissipation on sub-Kelvin stage
Good 1/f noise performance (modulating/demodulating at MHz)
No wiring length requirement after SQUID amplification
No distinction between probe and bias, each TES receives individual bias
•
•

Can turn off individual channels (if TES yield imperfect)
Can customize bias power for each TES (if properties non-uniform)

•

LC resonators, SQUID amplifier, wiring, interconnects, etc. are separable problems

•
•

Several experiments have used DfMUX successfully
We have several MHz of bandwidth to read out ~100 detectors with ~100 Hz of science
bandwidth each: opportunities to increase multiplexing factor

• Modularity

• Mature and scalable technology

• Challenges
•
•
•
•

Relatively complex to integrate
Interconnects
Wiring to SQUID amplifier has a stringent inductance constraint
Achieving predicted noise level has been difficult in practice

• Note: the current system can be used for CMB-S4 as-is, but it’d be nice to
address these challenges
14Mar2019

Next-Gen fMux - Tijmen de Haan
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Progress on detectors and readout is marching on and
we heard about it Thursday afternoon

Paths to next-generation DfMUX
1.

Move the nulling point to the sub-Kelvin stage.

2.

Move the SQUID to the sub-Kelvin stage.

3.

A reactive bias element

4.

Lower-!" detectors

• We decided to attempt a technology demonstration of 1-3,
simultaneously. For demonstration purposes, we built
the Cold Integrated fMux Module (CIMM)

14Mar2019

Next-Gen fMux - Tijmen de Haan
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Progress on detectors and readout is marching on and
we heard about it Thursday afternoon

Status of uMUX R&D for
CMB-S4
CMB-S4 collaboration meeting (Fermilab)
March 14, 2019
Zeesh Ahmed (SLAC)
On behalf of a broad effort spanning many institutions and experiment
collaborations. Work included here from NIST, SLAC, FNAL, BICEP/Keck, Simons
Observatory

Precursor risk retirement program
for BICEP Array 220/270 GHz

BICEP/Keck uMUX on-sky demonstration (Jan 2019)
Pushed for immediate end-to-end
on-sky demo to discover unknown
unknowns as early as possible
● Replaced TDM on an existing 150
GHz focal plane with uMUX that
was previously used in the field
(2012-15)
● Installed on one Keck receiver this
season along with SMuRF
electronics
● In far-field calibration campaign
●

Keck Focal Plane E4 from JPL. Rehybridized
with uMUX100kv2.0

Simons Observatory
uMUX (1)

SO Large Aperture Telescope (LAT)
Mirrors

Receiver

● Large scale deployment of uMUX
○

Nearly 40x RF signal chains in LATR
alone
Elevation

● Targeting MUX factor of 2000x (4000x Bearing
in SMuRF firmware) per RF coax.
● Hardware being built now
Azimuth
Bearing

~15 m
3x 6” wafer modules
(UFMs) per Optics tube

~2.5 m
SO LAT
Receiver
(LATR)

SMuRF
crates
(12k TESs/
crate)

Simons Observatory uMUX development (2)
Readout Array
28 mux chips
64 channels each
1792 MUX factor

Focal Plane Package

(shown for horns, also compatible with lenslets)

mechanical,
thermal &
magnetic
shielding
umux &
readout
detectors &
coupling

all DC wiring,
including 12
TES biases

horns

6”
6”

Readout components are integrated directly behind
the detector array and occupy the same footprint

Progress on detectors and readout is marching on and
we heard about it Thursday afternoon

uMUX talk conclusions:
DC-biased TESes amplified by SQUIDs have delivered spectacular science
across many fields in Physics, not just CMB. Huge body of knowledge and
expertise.
uMUX is a current sensor upgrade for DC-biased TESes with vastly decreased
complexity.
Rapid progress in technical validation. Technically, all signs are go, but we are
working hard to uncover our blind spots.
Simons Observatory and BICEP are working out and building large-scale
implementations in CMB cameras right now.
Investments being made (outside CMB) by large future projects and national
laboratories in using microwave techniques with superconducting and quantum
sensors. A larger body of knowledge and expertise is being developed that CMBS4 can greatly benefit from.
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R&D Request April 2019 - Sept. 2021: Detectors and
Readout 14.2M$ addresses highest risk to the project
●

Detectors and readout are the project critical path, and were
identified in the Dec. Review as the highest risk to the project

●

Funding request included Milestones for tracking progress

Critical R&D Milestones included in R&D request
●
●
●

●
●

Oct. 2019 Comparison of RF coupling schemes
April 2020 Prototype Design S4 90/150 pixel/wafer
April 2020 Multiplexing options (fMUX and uMUX) demonstrated
on S3 wafers
Oct. 2020 Characterize prototype S4 module (S4 wafer and components)
April 2021
● Compare fMUX and uMUX readout on S4 wafer
● Demonstrate Fab throughput on four modules
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Next Steps with Detectors & Readout
•

Continue to encourage development of requirements: how
we decide R&D is complete = ready to go into
preproduction

•

Meet regularly to discuss progress
•

Will use DetectorsReadout email list (signup on Wiki)

•

Tentative date April 4th Thursday 11-12 Central

https://fnal.zoom.us/j/7478573072 (brennazoom)
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From Thursday Session: Mike Niemack Large Aperture
Telescopes
●

Decisions to be made:
○ Finalize LAT telescope design and plans (CD1 due to long lead items)
■ Use existing telescopes?
■ Number and locations of LATs: 2 Chile, 1 South Pole (ref.)
■ Segmented mirrors (ref.) vs. monolithic mirrors (aperture?)
■ Partial boresight rotation (ref.) vs. full boresight rotation
■ 2 mirror CD (ref.) vs. 3 mirror TMA
■ Operating condition modifications (e.g. lower temp. at Pole)
○ Final optics tube size, lenses, count, & freqs for cryostat design (CD2)

●

R&D Required:
○ Optics simulations + measurement forecasts (now to inform CD1)
○ LAT cryostat optics and mechanical design (to inform detector plans & CD2)
■ Develop fab throughput on metal-mesh filters and optical elements
■ Thermal simulations/tests to optimize cryostat cooldown time

From Thursday session: John Kovacs - Small Aperture
Telescopes
●

●

Decisions to be made (with Timeline):
○ Finalize SAT cryostat config: CD1 (detail design choices by CD2)
■ 3 shooter w/ 3PTs+DR (ref) vs alternatives
→ finalize geometry of baffles and shielding (by CD3)
○ Finalize SAT optics design: CD2 (detail design choices by CD3)
■ [2 lens alumina < 170 GHz < 3 lens Si] (ref) vs alternatives
■ HWP design and size
■ Implementation choices on filters, window, baffles
R&D Required (with Timeline):
○ Develop Coatings for Alumina Optics (by CD1)
○ Cryostat engineering ? cooler reqts (by CD1)
○ Ground Pickup / Sidelobes / Beam Maps Test/Simulate) (by CD1)
○ Develop 55cm Half Wave Plates (by CD2)
○ 3-Shooter Baffling (by CD2)
○ Optics prototype full test/evaluation (by CD3)
○ Cryostat prototype full test/evaluation (by CD3)

From Thursday Julian - Data Management
● By CD-1/PDR ~Spring 2021:
○ need comprehensive conceptual design simulation
available to WGs for design validation by Fall 2020.
○ need comprehensive conceptual design specification
- instruments and observations - by Summer 2020.
○ need limited, fast-turnaround, simulations to inform
individual design choices (coupled to the downselect
schedule) through Spring 2020.
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From Thursday: Julian Data Management and
Computation
● Interleaved milestones
○ Double simulated data volume every 2 years
■ 2020 - 12%; 2022 - 25%; 2024 - 50%; 2026 - 100%
○ Transition to new architecture every 2 years
■ 2019 - Cori; 2021 - Perlmutter; 2023 - Aurora; …
● CD-1/PDR time-domain simulations:
○ 12% data volume
○ on NERSC Cori (Xeon Phi)
■ possibly early Perlmutter (GPU)
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From Thursday Data Acquisition Nathan Whitehorn
● Decisions to be made (with Timeline):
○ SO Control Code vs. Commercial Option
○ Timing system: PTP/SyncE (“White Rabbit”) vs. IRIG/
10 MHz
● Work Required (with Timeline):
○ Timing system design (finalized before readout and
control system specified)
○ Bolometer DAQ (waiting on readout system decision,
needs to be complete before first test system)
○ Evaluation of SCADA options for benchmarking

R&D request (cont.) : DM 1.1M$, Beams 1M$, Cold
Optics 0.8M$, LAT Design 0.9M$, SAT cryo 0.4M$
Goal is to inform design choices for S4 Baseline prior to CD-1
● Ground pickup, Sidelobes and Beam systematics R&D (Niemack et al) will
optimize the optical design, baffling and shielding and develop technical
specifications using simulations tools from the DM R&D
● Cold Optical Element R&D ((Zeesh Ahmed et al) will determine the most
promising technologies and provide a production plan to reduce cost and
schedule uncertainty
● Large Aperture Cryostat Design R&D (Benson et al) will optimize pixel
spacing, optics tube diameter and detector wafer configuration
● SAT Cryo R&D ( Akito Kusaka) will test the capacity of the proposed S4
cryocooling system
● Data Management R&D (Julian Borrill) will develop simulations of the
instrument systematics to inform design choices and provide and initial
demonstration of data processing at scale

Next Steps
•

Work with DOE to motivate funding the R&D request

•

Continue development of requirements for all systems
•

Critical for knowing R&D is complete

•

Critical for design development and preparation for CD1

•

Critical for CD3A – long lead procurements

Once we receive funding we will likely need to re-evaluate
priorities and schedule.
• Expect to meet and report monthly on progress against
schedule.
Questions? Suggestions?
•
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